SPRING 2023 - AMIGOS Members SPECIAL PRICING:
New Subscriptions for Films On Demand -
Nursing Current Concepts & Practices Collection
25% Off if Purchased by 3/31/2023!

Contact your Infobase Nursing Specialist to request information or a trial!
Kelly Barcus
C: 614-634-3890
kbarcus@infobase.com

Watch a 2-minute video of Films on Demand- Nursing in Action!
FOD Nursing and Allied Health Clip
The Four Pillars of the Infobase Library Partnership

Providing basic research materials for beginning students, instructors and the librarians who support them.

- INFORMATION LITERACY
- FOUNDATIONAL eREFERENCE
- CONTENT TO BUILD Introductory COURSES
- ESSENTIAL SUBJECT COVERAGE
Films On Demand provides extensive coverage on any topic in streaming video format (300,000+ segments), offering subject support for every department on campus.

- **Faculty:** Create playlists & in-video quizzes for course inclusion
- **Students:** Find everything from bite-sized instructional content to full length feature films for unlimited streaming

**UNLIMITED STREAMING VIDEO**

INFOBASE FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARIES

THIRD PILLAR: CONTENT FOR INTRODUCTORY COURSES

TAKE THE TOUR
INFOBASE FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
FOURTH PILLAR: ESSENTIAL SUBJECT COVERAGE

NURSING

ADD-ON CONTENT

Nursing: Core Collection:
Our comprehensive, 800+ title nursing collection

Nursing: Current Concepts & Practices:
400+ titles with copyrights all current within 5 years

Career & Tech Education:
An essential resource for:
- college or university career centers
- counseling departments
- colleges offering associate degrees
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